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Mysterious Cylinder-shaped Object Spotted in Miami

A peculiar incident occurred on June 17, 2023, around 8:45 AM when a couple of tourists witnessed an  enigmatic
phenomenon in the skies off Miami. The testimony, filed on the National UFO Reporting Center (NUFORC) website,
has caught the attention of UFO enthusiasts and paranormal investigators.

According to the report, the unusual encounter lasted between 10 to 15 seconds. As the couple was observing the ocean
below, they spotted a strange cylinder-shaped object, colored gray. What intrigued the witnesses was that the object
had no wings or exhaust, which did not correspond to any conventional aircraft.

"I've never seen anything like it," said the main witness, whose identity remains anonymous. "It was a gray cylinder
with no wings or anything I could identify as a normal aircraft feature."

Intrigued by this strange sighting, the witness called her husband over to confirm what she was seeing. Together, they
tried to comprehend the nature of the mysterious object, which seemed to be heading towards a thick cloud bank.

"I called my husband to take a look out the window," the witness recounted. "We were both wondering what it could
be, but we were both puzzled."

The unidentified object then took an unexpected trajectory, moving faster than the airplane in which the witnesses were
flying. The object was about 30 degrees to the left of their heading, moving below their altitude.

"We saw it heading straight towards a massive bank of clouds. Before completely vanishing into the cloud, we noticed
a shadow cast on the object by the cloud layer," the main witness added.

The mystery persists regarding the origin and nature of this strange flying cylinder. Some speculate about the
possibility of an encounter with an extraterrestrial craft, while others suggest the presence of undisclosed experimental
technology.
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